
CHAPTER NINE: IMMERSE YOURSELF WHEN STRESS 
BUILDS   

  

This is your chapter for when the wheels come off. Step I of the Flourish process is knowing what sustains you when things don’t 
seem to be going as planned. Your heart breaks, the deal falls through, your writing coach tells you to go back for  another  draft, you 
feel super stuck in your current job and can’t even begin to see a way forward. You are not sure you actually like your kid. Or your 
partner. Or you mom.    

And even worse than these external factors is the fact that you are tired of trying so hard  to change things inside. You sit to meditate 
and end up only feeling beat up by the racing thoughts that pound away inside your head, you try to take care of your body but it is as 
if the anxious thoughts take all of your energy and you barely have enough left to clean your dishes, much less head to yoga.      

When all you feel like doing is shaking a fist at the sky and asking, “Why is this so freaking hard?”, try one of these practices 
instead. Not because you should. Should isn’t helpful at this stage. Ignoring the pain and pushing yourself onward (even in the realm 
of personal development) or trying to be somehow more Zen or relaxed in the face of your stress – neither of these choices will provide 
relief. Instead, immerse yourself in one of the nine centering practices described in this chapter.      

  

Playing Depleted is Playing Small  

Before we go any deeper, I want to acknowledge that if you  are really struggling, the suggestions outlined below may seem like 
cold comfort and just marks on the page. Maybe you feel like they are too simple to really help you now. Isn’t there some more 
sophisticated or subtle answer?    

Yes and no. The reason you might feel disappointed reading about your invitation to commit to a regular green time or  to try 
walking a labyrinth is  because of all those powerful emotions that keep you pushing through life. As we discussed earlier in the book, 
identifying the particular  rocket fuel  that propels you onward is what allows you some space and freedom to relate to those inner voices 
in a significantly new way. As you do, emotions are going to surface: maybe you feel unworthy, frustrated or anxious as you risk 
stillness. This is when we stare down the inner demon that suggests that you have value only in your doing, not in simply being. Are 
you allowed to be inactive? To take up space and breathe and not contribute anything in return?      

Many of the women I work with have powerful inner voices here telling them to “play big,” “make a difference” and “change the 
world.” And they are so attuned to the suffering of others whose lives they want to improve that it can feel  self-indulgent  to rest. Even 
if your work is not specifically in the nonprofit or the “public good” field, my hunch is that you wouldn’t be reading this book if you did 
not care passionately about somehow moving the needle. About contributing with a capital C in your life and doing something to 
lighten the load and to make a difference.    

There is so very much change needed in the world that sometimes it seems easier to just press on than to let yourself pause 
and feel the heart break. Yet, when we are sprinting through life depleted, we are not actually giving all we have to give. Playing 
depleted is playing small.  

  

When the Wheels Come Off  

A few years  ago,  I designed and taught an online course with a colleague. She is a bright, kind person who brought her own 
expertise to the table. I really enjoyed creating the course with her.  The problem we had was related to marketing. I had learned the 
hard way that collaborating with friends  and colleagues could get tricky once money was involved, so this time I tried to be super clear 
about it. We decided we would each recruit our own participants and be compensated by their registration fees (beyond a minimum 
amount, which we would guarantee each other for simply co-teaching the material). We talked it through, wrote up a contract and 
both signed it.    

Wonderful, I thought! It’s settled. We each proceeded to market the course to our email lists and over social media and had several 
participants sign up. It was a great program – full of lively dialogue – and we both learned a lot while teaching it.    

The trouble came one evening after the course ended when we were wrapping up some loose ends and talking about our next steps. 
(I even wanted to turn the course into a book we would co-write. I was that excited about the content!) In that  conversation,  my 
colleague learned how much I had earned offering the program. (I think she previously thought I had gifted it to several of the 
participants as a bonus for being coaching clients.) Anyway, it was more money than she had made and she was not happy about it.    

She ended up calling me later and saying that she thought I should give her half of the money I had earned. My first response was 
habitual: “I must have done something wrong because someone is mad at me so let me do what they want!” began  running through 
my head on a continuous loop.    



But as I got away from the conversation and really sat with it, I realized that I couldn’t give away a large part of my profits and 
betray all the effort I had put into recruiting those participants into the program. Lessons around money in the entrepreneurial space 
have not come easily to me. Like many spiritually-oriented women, I have a tendency to give it all away and downplay my own efforts. 
What  I was beginning to learn was that such an approach does not support me, my message or the clients I am here to serve. If I give 
too much away, my business will not be viable and I won’t continue doing it.    

I felt squeezed between two not-fun options: I could make my colleague happy and sell out myself or honor my own truth and 
endure the discomfort of her judging the situation unfair and not liking me.  Aaaargh! This was my nightmare or specifically, the 
nightmare of my Enneagram personality (Type Three). I spend so much energy wanting to stay connected and have others think well 
of me that it was literally excruciating to be in this pickle. “How have I ended up here?!” I thought. We talked it through ahead of time 
and we signed a contract. What do I do now?    

Ultimately, the whole thing was a super valuable lesson for me about boundaries. It was also an opportunity to get comfortable 
enduring the discomfort of other people’s opinions of me (over which I have no control, anyway). It was really important for me to 
practice standing up for myself and not bending into the person she wanted me to be or accepting the perspective she had on the 
situation. 

It also taught me that even though I might try to keep myself safe by only partnering with “enlightened” people who share my 
passions around the Enneagram or other awareness tools, there is no way to prevent mishaps, misunderstandings and differences of 
opinion. I have to be present to myself and speak my own truth (as well as listening carefully to their concerns) to find my own way 
forward.    

Now, if that makes it seem like there is a big pretty bow on the conflict at this point, several years later,  there  kind of is. I feel so 
much gratitude to my colleague for the lesson, even if I wish it could have gone down another way.  I most certainly did not feel anything 
like gratitude as I was living through it, however. In  fact,  the whole situation hijacked my life for a couple of weeks as I processed it.  All 
of my regular meditation and centering tools felt like they mocked me as I replayed the argument in my mind over and over again, 
asking myself, “How did I end up here? What have I done wrong?”    

The conflict stirred up my sense of shame – that if I was really living my life correctly, I could avoid these types of situations 
entirely. That was the high standard I held for myself. And those were the feelings I couldn’t outrun.    

After days of suffering and feeling like a loser with all those gremlin voices nipping at my heels – “Hey aren’t you a  holistic life 
coach? Isn’t it your job  to know how to move through challenges with ease?” – my husband suggested we take the family on a hike. It 
was a warm Sunday afternoon in the spring and one of the first times that the five of us could all go together. Our little one was just 
three or four and she scrambled like a  billy goat to keep up with us as we explored a new trail.  

While I was taking in the beauty around me, inside I was still hammering away unable to drop the thought parade. I was desperate 
for something to help. To find the doorway to walk through in my brain that would make the situation right again. On 
that  walk,  everything was not magically made better. I still had to mine the experience for the lessons to take forward, which of course 
took time and support. But I did catch the very first hints of relief. The trees and fresh air began to metabolize some of the extra anxiety 
from my body and I started to realize that the arguments in my head were getting me nowhere.  The hike and nature gave me a toehold, 
the beginning of my ascent out of that particular abyss.    

The next time you find yourself in a similar state, try one of the nine practices described below. Think of them as a menu of 
experiences that can help you reset when nothing else seems to be working.    

  

A Menu of Nine Centering Practices      

I once heard Richard  Louv  give a captivating interview about his book  The Nature Principle: Human Restoration and the End of 
Nature-Deficit Disorder, in which he discussed how potent nature is as a healer of our mental and physical health struggles. In  fact,  at 
his suggestion, some pediatricians are now offering a “prescription” of nature time to help with a variety of illnesses. Children and 
families can get these prescriptions “filled” at national parks. How cool is that?    

Nature features prominently in these centering practices, as do art and simple mindfulness rituals like lighting a candle to 
remember someone you love who is going through a hard time (sometimes that person may even be you). All of these practices are 
designed to gently broaden your perspective. Sometimes they are all you can do, all you can offer yourself. They are experiences that, 
like the hike, can open you back up when you have gotten all collapsed in on yourself or your tightly held goals.    

Now, you may not be so caught up in what other people think about you but you may struggle with other challenges: trying to do 
it all right, trying to be in control or to play your part on the team, only to discover that you can’t live up to your own standards, at least 
not all of the time.  The next time you are in one of those spirals and can’t see your way out, try one of these practices instead.    

Each of them roughly tracks with the Enneagram personality of the same number and has been designed to unravel some of the 
constriction felt by that particular type.  However,  all of these practices are beautiful for anyone to use at any time. While we all have 
one home base of our personality type, we also experience the whole range of emotions and human struggles.      

I designed and selected these practices originally for a family class and you can certainly use them with the children in your home 
or life.  However,  it turns out that many grown-ups also need invitations to use all of our senses. That is their power. For instance, I 
taught the “Mind in a Jar” meditation at the Dallas Museum of Art as part of a community art installation. I was amazed and totally 



charmed by the number of people who wanted to sprinkle beans in a big jug and stir it. People of all ages and speaking all different 
languages came forward and were drawn in, intuitively understanding the pain that we experience when our thoughts are all stirred 
up and hungry for relief.    

  

Experiential Gardening (for Enneagram Type One, the Perfectionist)    

Nature is deeply restorative for Type One energy because of its mental health benefits. It is a  balm  for relieving the inner critic. 
Nature is also powerful for Ones because it gives them a taste of the perfection they crave so deeply but in a way that they don’t have 
to earn or engineer. Life is unfolding, old leaves are being composted and turned into new earth. Flowers bud and bloom. Clouds come 
and bring the rain. Life goes on and thrives without us having to drive the show. We have the privilege of witnessing this natural 
perfection where nothing at all is wasted.    

Gardening is a wonderful way to touch and taste this process. Consider creating an experiential or healing garden for yourself 
either in pots or garden beds. Container gardening is an easy way to get started. Lemon balm, chamomile, mint, and  tulsi,  or holy basil, 
make delicious tea and are easy to grow. You can find them all as seedlings at your local garden store with the exception of holy basil, 
which you can find in seed packets or ask your garden store to custom order for you.  You can also purchase grow-your-own herbal tea 
kits online.      

To create your garden, simply get some pots (or grow all four in one large pot), make sure they have holes and saucers underneath 
to allow for drainage, put some pebbles or gravel in the bottom (again for drainage), add potting soil and voila! Place in a sunny spot 
in your house or outdoors if it is warm, and water every other day or every few days when the soil feels dry.      

In addition to the mindfulness practice of caring for your plants and the quiet moment to enjoy the tea, these herbs have actual 
healing properties: lemon balm aids with insomnia and headaches, chamomile is soothing and calming, mint supports digestion and 
tulsi decreases anxiety and is antimicrobial (it filters germs out of the air). To make tea, simply snip a handful or more of herbs, rinse 
them, place them in a tea pot or pitcher, pour boiling water over them and let them steep for five to ten minutes. It is not an exact 
science; go with what tastes good to you. Then strain, add honey as desired and enjoy!      

    

Heart Mandala (for Enneagram Type Two, the Giver)      

Women who lead with this personality type are sweet and loving but can easily over-give. Twos need to remember to recognize 
and honor their own desires and even more broadly to recognize that they are already included in a larger flow of giving and receiving. 
They need to let their own hearts be held in the same way they so generously hold others’ hearts.      

Creating an interactive heart mandala is an art practice that draws from a simple but ancient design.  Mandala is a Sanskrit word 
for a shape that represents wholeness. This practice is fun to do with a friend or a child but it’s equally powerful to draw a mandala 
yourself. Invest in some luscious thick art paper, pastels or nice markers. Make it fun to create with supplies that feel good to hold and 
enjoy. That is the point.   

Start by drawing the tiniest heart you can at the center of a  large sheet of paper. Reflect on when your own heart felt contracted, 
perhaps connecting to how you feel when you ignore your own needs in an effort to give and serve others. Next, have your partner 
draw the next layer or turn the paper around and draw it yourself from a fresh perspective. Continue to take  turns or rotate the paper 
and each time, draw a slightly larger heart around the previous one. Get creative with color, dots or designs. Imagine yourself 
enveloped in the whole, whatever that means to you: God, the Universe, Love. Feel your heart’s inclusion within the big picture.   

When you are done you can place the mandala somewhere you will enjoy it – you might tack it up near your office or kitchen with 
some Washi tape (those decorative Japanese tapes made from natural fibers, which come in a variety of colors/patterns). Or 
even frame your Mandala as a reminder. (Note: you don’t have to display your art at all – this is a practice for you and displaying it 
would simply be as a reminder for you. So if the pressure of displaying it changes the way you feel creating your mandala, then plan 
to keep it tucked away. Perhaps you create your own special portfolio or folder of beautiful mandalas.) 

The Heart Mandala is a practice you can return to again and again. Some Twos report enjoying mandala coloring books as well. 
However you do it, allow this practice to help you feel included in the whole.      

    

Labyrinth / Walking Meditation (for Enneagram Type Three, the Performer)      

Threes are focused on the external goal as well as on the perceptions of others. This type really benefits from a quiet, 
private practice but may find it hard to be still. Walking takes advantage of a Three’s bias toward forward movement. 

 In particular, walking in a Labyrinth challenges our cultural model of in the West and especially the U.S. where we talk about life 
as a linear experience: birth, growth, success/accomplishment, death. In contrast, the labyrinth, a 3,500-year-old symbol for 
wholeness, draws attention to life as a more complex, circular pattern. When this symbol is transferred to the ground and walked with 
purpose, it provides an opportunity to slow down and turn attention inward.  

We all need space to learn, to loop over our lessons again and again and to deepen our awareness. Walking a labyrinth can be a 
beautiful “moving meditation” for this busy Enneagram type, allowing them to reconnect to their inner experience and then return to 
the world renewed and refreshed. You can find a labyrinth near you by using the worldwide labyrinth locater (labyrinthlocator.com).  



If a labyrinth is not available you can also try Thích  Nhất  Hạnh’s simple walking  practice, Oui  and Merci, described in Chapter 
Eight. On the inhale, say, “oui…oui…oui” and on the exhale, “merci…merci…merci.” Say yes and thank you to life. Match your 
repetitions and accompanying steps to the length of your inhale and exhale. Whenever you find yourself distracted, simply redirect to 
the mantra and the felt sense of your footstep. You can walk out in the world wherever you feel comfortable – like a park or other green 
space – or you can do this in your own home or office. Remember, we aren’t walking to get somewhere but to observe the sensations. 
You really only need about ten feet to walk and then turn around and return in your walking practice “lane.” The idea is to relax your 
mind and focus on the felt experience.      

 

Nature Table / Home Altar (for Enneagram Type Four, the Dreamer)    

Women who lead with Enneagram Type Four are often very soulful but can get lost in their own emotions – to the point of thinking 
that they are their emotions. For this  type,  the invitation is to create a special table or altar in their home.  Some people are 
uncomfortable with the word “altar” but it is a common and ancient human practice to demarcate certain spaces as the meeting place 
between regular life and the sacred, however you define it.   

An altar can literally be as simple as collecting some beautiful shells at the beach, wiping off your windowsill and displaying them 
artfully, and reconnecting to the freedom you felt at the water every morning when you drink your coffee looking out that 
window. Similarly, the Waldorf educational model suggests creating a “nature table” in the home or a place to observe the passing of 
the seasons. Both are lessons in mindfulness.  

Creating a simple home altar or nature table is very comforting for women who lead with Type Four, as it reminds us 
that  things  ebb and flow and, ultimately, pass.  Similarly,  emotions are really quite fluid. They pass through our bodies 
organically/energetically in about ninety seconds if we don’t try to push them down or hold onto them. A nature table or altar helps 
us highlight the fluctuating nature of the seasons. Life, experiences, people are always changing and evolving and yet there is a larger 
rhythm and meaning to all of it, which we can’t always see when caught in the storm.      

How do we do it? I have found that creating home altars is about giving yourself permission. I was inspired by a wonderful altar-
maker from Puerto Rico whom I met in Divinity School. She is a human rights lawyer and, by all accounts, a very successful 
professional. Someone you would read as a “head” person, not touchy-feely. But she said that, at a certain point in her career, she was 
working on some very troubling cases and needed somewhere to put all the emotions that flowed through her during the course of a 
day, rather than simply trying to numb them. She returned to her roots and began creating altars for her clients and found tremendous 
comfort in them. In our  conversations,  she encouraged me to create my own altars and I haven’t stopped since then.  

Use all your senses to create your altar. It can be as simple as a single flower on a table or you can incorporate more beauty: a 
candle, a beautiful image or cloth. Incorporate elements from nature, seasonal pods, nuts or berries you find on your walk, a beautiful 
leaf. Currently my altar is on the top of my bookshelf and holds my singing bowl, a large single white candle in a gold lantern holder 
and a watercolor of tomatoes that my son painted. There is no right or wrong, altars ebb and flow as time passes. It is the intentionality 
that makes it a meeting place with the infinite.    

    

Nature / Music (for Enneagram Type Five, the Observer)    

Type Five is a head type and women who lead with this personality tend to withdraw into their minds. The medicine most needed 
for this type is the reminder to re-inhabit one’s whole body. The key word for Type Five is immersion. Whether it is nature or music, 
this centering practice is not about trying to stop the thoughts of this busy head type so much as engaging an external resource to help 
ground them. If this is your type, consider a green hour – one hour outdoors every day.  It turns out that simply an hour outside yields 
serious mental health benefits. My favorite part is that nature does the work for you! All you have to do is  put yourself in it. Done!      

Even more powerful than a “green hour” may be some “green and blue” time near a body of water. As  humans,  we just respond 
and relax in the face of water – the way the shoreline and the horizon mirror each other has an amazing capacity to relativize woes.  If 
possible,  visit a lake or the sea and/or swim in a nearby pool. A bathtub may provide some of this type of comfort as well. 

A related and fun practice for Type Five energy (perhaps on the days you can’t get to the water) is listening to music. Remember 
this is an immersion practice, so it is not so much about  thinking  about the music as it is about observing and enjoying the vibrations 
entering your entire body. Music can be a fun way to make use of time in the car to help yourself  re-center.      

    

Mind in a Jar Meditation (for Enneagram Type Six, the Loyal Skeptic)    

Whether or not you are a Type Six, most of us can relate to a sensation I call blender brain: thoughts and emotions swirling inside 
of your head without relief from the manic energy.  The centering practice for Type Six is one of my favorite tools to calm your nervous 
system. It is called the Mind in a Jar meditation and is great for all age groups. The best part is that you can do it with simple supplies 
from your pantry!      

To begin, choose a large vase, pitcher or jar. Fill it with water and gather several different kinds of beans and whole grains that 
will sink slowly in water, like rice, popcorn kernels, red or green lentils, black or red beans, green peas or oats. (Different colors of 
sand work as well.)  Set the vase or jar before you and consider that the water is your mind and the different ingredients are your 
thoughts and feelings.  Sprinkle a small handful of one grain/legume into the jar, selecting a color or texture that feels right for your 



current thoughts or feelings. Begin to stir slowly with a large spoon or paddle so that the water swirls around.  Continue adding 
ingredients that represent your different recurrent thoughts.    

What kind of thoughts do you wake up with normally? Is there a fear or anxiety that troubles you as you fall asleep? Are there any 
emotions that frequently disturb your peace? Add ingredients representing each thought or feeling. As you add, begin to stir faster. 
This is how our minds are when we are in a hurry, stressed or upset. Often toxic thoughts accumulate over the course of a day. Finally, 
lay down the stirrer and begin to breathe deeply while you watch the jar. What happens to our minds when we breathe slowly?  The 
thoughts or feelings can still be there but rest peacefully at the bottom, because we know how to calm them.    

Allowing our thoughts without identifying with them offers relief; breathing slowly and quietly is a detox for the nervous system. 
As is the case with all forms of meditation, there is no wrong way to do Mind in a Jar and the benefits will continue long after the 
meditation is over.    

This is a wonderful practice to incorporate into bedtime with children as it allows them to process and digest any and all fears or 
troubling thoughts from the day. It is surprisingly soothing for teens and grownups too. Try it! Even if you feel silly you might do this 
once. Just a big glass of water and a sprinkle of beans will do the trick. Don’t make it more complicated  than  it needs to be. In 
the  future,  you may simply want to visualize the mind in a jar the next time you find yourself distracted by unhelpful thoughts or 
feelings…and breathe.      

  

(This practice is adapted from  the 2011 book Planting Seeds: Practicing Mindfulness with Children  by Thích  Nhất  Hạnh and the 
Plum Village Community.)  

  

Pebble Meditation (for Enneagram Type Seven, the Epicure)  

When I think about Type Seven energy, the metaphor that comes to my mind is the game kids play with balloons where they keep 
batting the balloon up so it doesn’t touch the ground. This is the energy of Type Seven in action: perpetually wanting to keep things 
light and on the happier end of the emotional spectrum. Yet (as in all the types), it is an energy-expensive way to go through life. We 
need the full range of emotional experiences –  they are our teachers and help us keep an open channel to our souls and the fullness 
of life.  

In general, the centering practice for Sevens needs to be grounding and connecting to the earth but in a way that doesn't feel heavy 
or oppressive. A busy head type with lots of extra energy, it is helpful for Sevens to engage in experiences that involve mantras and 
tactile elements (like holding stones) to keep the mind present and engaged. Try this simple pebble meditation as a reminder to ground 
that floating balloon into the fullness of your body and life.    

First gather four small, lovely stones. You can carry them in a pouch or in your pocket or keep them in a special dish on your desk. 
When doing the practice, put all four stones on one side of you and one-by-one hold each in your hand. As you hold one, say a special 
word or mantra silently and connect to that particular quality within yourself. Words suggested by Thích Nhất Hạnh include “fresh,” 
“solid,” “free,” and “reflecting.” (This last word connects to your capacity to reflect things without distorting them, your mind like a 
calm, clear lake.) 

You can enjoy these words as your mantras or create your own personal list. “Free” often resonates strongly with people who lead 
with Type Seven, but it is important to remember that you have a diverse range of qualities within you. If you create your own list try 
to find a similar balance. The goal is to feel grounded and resourced from within. Enjoy a few breaths while holding each stone, 
imagining that you can nourish that particular quality or potential with your attention. When it feels complete to you, place that pebble 
on the opposite side of your body and pick up the next one. When your practice comes to a close, take a moment to notice how you 
feel. 

   

(This practice is adapted from the 2011 book Planting Seeds: Practicing Mindfulness with Children  by Thích Nhất Hạnh and the 
Plum Village Community.) 

 
Aromatherapy (for Enneagram Type Eight, the Protector)    

Women with this personality type report at times feeling like a "bull in a china shop." They naturally connect to such a larger than 
life energy that it can be challenging to for them to tune into subtle sensations and to even notice their own physical and emotional 
limits. 

Smells are a great antidote for this overpowering energy: they, by definition, exist in the present moment and are subtle. But smells 
also draw on one of the strengths of Type Eights, who are very embodied. Many Eights I know have a great "nose.” They love cooking 
and tasting and eating. This centering practice incorporates that great body knowing but helps Eights  notice  when they are trying to 
be super human and instead tune in so that they can care well for themselves. Try it the next time you can’t get your cape off.    

Specifically,  two aromatherapy practices I recommend: rub geranium oil on your heart or chest (I like to do this when I get out of 
the shower) and also use lemongrass oil as needed in order to help process your anger, either simply by inhaling the scent out of the 
bottle, diffusing it or using roller balls (small glass bottles with a roll-on tip filled with an essential oil and a carrier oil like olive or 



sweet almond) to apply it to your skin. Rubbing it directly over your liver (where Chinese medicine tells us we house our anger) is even 
better. You can also create one of these for a child as a "heal my heart potion" or “calming potion."   

Aromatherapy is a great way to connect to our emotional lives and to feel like we have something to help ourselves in the heat of 
the moment. This may be more of an acquired taste for Eights, who are used to locking horns with life and blowing through situations 
with a lot of intensity, but I hope you will try it. I provide additional information on essential oils and a quick how-to-get-started guide, 
plus info on where to purchase therapeutic grade oils as part of the Flourish Formula Kit. You can access those at 
www.courtneypinkerton.com/flourishkit. 

    

Nature Mandala (for Enneagram Type Nine, the Mediator)    

Nines are sometimes called the crown of the Enneagram as they are positioned at the top of the Enneagram symbol. (See the 
diagram in Chapter Four.) Everyone has a little bit of all nine personalities within them but this is especially true for Type Nines. They 
are uniquely equipped to see situations from multiple points of view and yet forget to bring their own voices to the conversation to 
complete the picture. Nines often have a wonderful soothing presence. Babies and pets may respond positively to a Nine’s presence. 
Yet Nines can putter about in life (and even in nature) engaging in activities that  don’t require much from them but aid them in 
“checking out,” a process of numbing both themselves and their desires, as well as the demands of the outside world.      

Our centering practice for Type Nine is meant to stir their energy a bit to invite them to “make their mark on the world.” Creating 
a nature mandala does this even as it takes advantage of one of the Nine’s superpowers: their capacity to gather up the disparate and 
distinct elements of life to create a beautiful whole.    

How do you create a nature mandala? As we learned earlier, the word mandala comes from the classical Indian language Sanskrit. 
Loosely translated to mean circle, a mandala represents wholeness and can be seen as a model for the organizational structure of life 
itself.  There is no limit to how you can create a nature mandala. You can use flower petals from a bouquet. You may want to take a 
basket or a bag on a nature walk and gather various elements – leaves, pods, dried  sepals,  whatever strikes your fancy – and create a 
circular design by laying them on a tray when you return home. Special locations like beaches or favorite ponds can yield gorgeous 
mandalas of shells and stones. 

Start by creating the inner most circle and add layers of different substances as you grow your mandala. Part of the fun is the 
impermanence, so remember to breathe and play. Google “nature mandala” or do the same on Pinterest for a wealth of images and 
inspiration.    

  

Set Yourself Up for Easy Access    

This chapter may not seem relevant for you right now but I hope that you make a plan to return to it when you need additional 
support. I also want to encourage you to identify the centering practice that most appeals to you at this point (it may track with 
your  Ennea  type or could be a different one) and ask yourself how you could you set yourself up to access this support easily. Maybe 
you could go ahead and locate the labyrinth nearest you (labyrinthlocator.com) or explore some local parks. Maybe you want to 
order some essential oils or stop by the art store on your way home from work.   

When we are struggling, it can feel like work to line up the help we need or crave.  Resource yourself now and it will be that much 
easier to use these nine practices to  reset the next time the wheels come off.  Plus,  it feels empowering to have these strategies ready – 
another set of tools you know you can access if and when you need them most. Self-care and the resiliency it develops are essential to 
the Flourish Formula.  


